
Swiss Made Quality.

A green, step-by-step process for restoring and 
maintaining tile, grout and stone floors and surfaces.
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Restoration & Maintenance Program for Tile-and-Grout

- Oder-free & hypoallergenic
- No sticky soaps or detergents
- No butyls, solvents or VOC
- No enzymes or bacteria

- No bleaching or oxidizing agents
- Nonflammable
- Nontoxic 
- Biodegradable
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Powerbrush for scrubbing
without bending over or
kneeling down for those
really hard-to-reach
areas, baseboards, walls,
fixtures and for detailing.

SCRUBBY FLOOR MAC PARROT PENGUIN                     FIREBIRD

Applicator with onboard
proportioning system for
tile-and-grout chemical
that allows to simultane-
ously work the chemical
into the grout.

Compact, automatic scrub-
ber for tight areas for
cleaning, rinsing and
removing released soil
leaving floors clean and
dry.

Compact, cylindrical scrub-
ber with restorative brush
action for open areas for
restoring, cleaning and
removing released soil.

Steam-extraction cleaner
with built-in vacuum
recovery for periodic 
sanitizing of bathroom
floors, walls and fixtures.



Swiss Made Quality.

Cleanfix Cleaning Systems Inc.
465 West Main St. - Wyckoff, NJ 07481
Fon +1 (201) 847 - 7616
Fax +1 (201) 847 - 7619
Toll-free +1 (866) 422 - 4835
Internet www.cleanfixusa.com
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PREPARATION

1. Remove loose soil such as pieces of paper towels and tissues, food particles, dirt, dust bunnies etc. using a dust mop, sweeper or vacuum cleaner 
depending on size and layout. FOR BEST RESULTS MAKE SURE SURFACES ARE DRY TO ALLOW MAXIMUM CHEMICAL PENETRATION.

FLOORS

2. Apply Cleanfix Tile, Grout & Stone Cleaner
a. using Cleanfix FloorMac: 2 oz. per cup: release small amounts of solution in front of brush and work in chemical throughout the 

floor to be cleaned (Tip: Don't let chemical dry)
b. using Cleanfix Pump-up: 16 oz. per gallon: lightly mist solution throughout floor and hard-to-reach areas (Tip: Don't let chemical dry)
c. Work in solution on floor using the Cleanfix FloorMac
d. Work in solution on hard-to-reach areas (around fixtures and/or commodes) using Cleanfix Scrubby

3. Allow for 2 minutes dwell time and let the solution do its job
4. Rinse and remove released soil

Small areas: Use Cleanfix Parrot
Large areas: Use Cleanfix Penguin
Fill machine with water

a. Using the machine dispense water and scrub floor briefly
b. Drop squeegees and recover soil from floor

(Tip: Use spray lance to rinse hard-to-reach areas and floor squeegee or squeegee attachment to recover soil.)

WALLS ETC.

2. Apply Cleanfix Tile, Grout & Stone Cleaner using Cleanfix Pump-up: 16 oz. per gallon lightly mist solution on walls etc. (Tip: Don't let chemical dry)
Work in solution on walls etc. using Cleanfix Scrubby

3. Allow for 2 minutes dwell time and let the solution do its job
4. Rinse and remove released soil

Small areas: Use Cleanfix Parrot
Large areas: Use Cleanfix Penguin
Fill machine with water

a. Rinse walls etc. using the spray lance with either machine
b. Remove soil using a foam squeegee to push/pull soil down on the floor
c. Use Cleafix Parrot or Cleanfix Penguin to remove soil from floors
d. Continue with “FLOORS” (see above) if desired

PERIODIC BATHROOM SANITIZING

2. Apply Cleanfix Tile, Grout & Stone Cleaner using Cleanfix Pump-up: 16 oz. 4 per gallon lightly mist solution throughout floor, 
hard-to-reach areas and walls etc. (Tip: Don't let chemical dry)
Work in solution on floor using the Cleanfix FloorMac
Work in solution on hard-to-reach areas (around fixtures and/or commodes) and walls etc. using Cleanfix Scrubby

3. Allow for 2 minutes dwell time and let the solution do its job
4. Rinse, remove soil and sanitize facility

a.       Using the Cleanfix Firebird with hand tool briefly steam walls etc. and vacuum up soil
b.       Using the Cleanfix Firebird with floor tool briefly steam floors etc. and vacuum up soil


